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[Review of the Book Unions and Workplace Change in Canada]
Abstract

[Excerpt] Some leading unions in Canada are notable for the diversity of their responses to workplace change.
These unions' policies and strategies, which range from the Steelworkers' (USWA) bold experiment in
employee ownership and co-determination at Algoma Steel to the Autoworkers' (CAW) activist response to
the pressures of the Japanese production and management systems at the CAMI auto plant, have produced
significant variation in change processes and outcomes. This range of activity by Canadian unions in response
to workplace change provides a fertile area for study by industrial relations researchers, as well as important
challenges for policy makers and practitioners in Canada. While Unions and Workplace Change in Canada may
not provide the last word for those interested in this subject, as a record of the current state of knowledge, it
will supply a useful source of information and a starting point for future researchers.
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS REVIEW

To demonstrate the usefulness of this framework, Walton, Cutcher-Gershenfeld, and
McKersie present thirteen cases drawn from
three industries: pulp and paper, automobile
supply, and railroad. In each of these industries, management generally was the driving
force behind the change process. In cases in
which management's strategy was to force
change, frequently the process got out of control and led to a total break in the relationship.
When management combined forcing and fostering stategies, it was more likely to succeed in
creating the desired change while retaining a
relationship with the unionized work force. In
addition, management was most likely to be
successful when it limited its forcing effort to
one dimension of the relationship with a single
specific goal—for example, to change work rules
or drive down wages, hut not hoth at once.
The authors found that fostering required an
intensive company effort. Fostering generally is
associated with initiatives such as employee involvement and interest-based bargaining. However, successful fostering is not just a matter of
breaking down barriers and creating trust, but
rather requires assertive collective bargaining efforts on both sides. The party wishing to foster
change must maintain its focus on that change in
a very disciplined way. In fact, this study shows
that the most successful strategy involves some
combination of forcing and fostering.
This book provides abundant evidence, both
theoretical and empirical, that the traditional
concerns of industrial relations researchers are
still relevant. The authors show that labormanagement relations retains the nuance and
complexity that industrial relations scholars have
found for many years. Successful management
of the labor process requires a sophisticated
understanding of the interplay between cooperation and confiict inherent in the labor-management relationship. Perhaps most important, there is nothing deterministic in industrial
relations, and outcomes hinge on the strategies
and actions of both sides.
Michael H. Belzer

Senior Research Associate
New York State School of
Industrial and Labor Relations
Cornell University

Labor-Management Relations
Unions and Workplace Change in Canada. By

Pradeep Ktimar.

HRM Project Series.

Kingston, Ont.: IRC Press, 1995. 248 pp.
ISBN 0-88886-410-8, $25.00 (paper).
Some leading unions in Canada are notable
for the diversity of their responses to workplace
change. These unions' policies and strategies,
which range from the Steelworkers' (USWA)
bold experiment in employee ownership and
co-determination at Algoma Steel to the
Autoworkers' (CAW) activist response to the
pressures of the Japanese production and management systems at the CAMI auto plant, have
produced significant variation in change processes and outcomes. This range of activity by
Canadian unions in response to workplace
change provides a fertile area for study by industrial relations researchers, as well as important
challenges for policy makers and practitioners
in Canada. While Unions and Workplace Change

in Canada may not provide the last word for
those interested in this suhject, as a record of
the current state of knowledge, it will supply a
useful source ofinformation and a starting point
for future researchers.
Unions and Workplace Change in Canada is a

product of the HRM Project centered at the
Industrial Relations Centre at Queen's University. It is a useful contrihution to the Project's
broad agenda for examining trends in human
resource management in Canada. As Kumar
succinctly states in his introduction, the purpose of this particular study is "to evaluate the
role and significance of unions and collective
bargaining in facilitating workplace change"
(p. 4). Following a review of the general literature on workplace change, this study moves in
two main directions. The first hegins with a
conceptualization of the roles of management
and lahor in workplace change and proceeds to
an examination of'the positions each group has
adopted in Canada. The second is an examination of the extent of workplace innovation in
Canada.
On the first of those two themes, reflecting
the focus of the study on the role of unions and
collective hargaining, an important element of
the book is its comparison of Canadian
management's and labor's positions and agendas regarding workplace change. Some of this
discussion is fairly general in nature, but one
noteworthy exception is Kumar's identification
of the divergence hetween the positions of two
of the major private sector unions in Canada,
the USWA and the CAW, in their policies on
workplace change. In contrast to the CAW's
more strictly adversarial approach and wariness
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of co-optation through employee involvement
schemes, the USWA has advocated an approach
of active engagement of workers in decision
making at all levels of the company. However,
having identified this issue and recognized the
debate over it in the labor movement, Kumar
focuses on similarities between the unions' positions. Arguably, this focus results in an impression of greater unity in Canadian labor's
agenda than is warranted.
The divergence between the USWA and CAW
positions that Kumar identifies but does not
dwell on could provide the basis for a number of
very interesting questions on unions and workplace change for future research to explore: To
what degree have the differentunion approaches
produced different outcomes? Does the suitability of the different approaches vary by industry? Are the policy statements of the nationallevel unions reflective of the actual approaches
to workplace change taken by their locals? In
his study, Kumar focuses on the policies and
positions of the national-level union structures.
To advance the systematic consideration of these
questions, future research will need to build on
this base through methodologies such as more
in-depth field research at the workplace level
and more intensive study of union decisionmaking processes.
On the second theme, the incidence of workplace change, this study primarily reviews existing research, supplemented with some collective agreement data from Human Resources
Development Canada's databases. Given the
expanding volume of research on issuesofwork
organization, it is now feasible to use metaanalysis of previous studies to examine overall
developments (Appelbaum and Batt's The New
American Workplace provides a prime example of
that approach using U.S. data), and Kumar
does so in this book to create a picture of the
extent of workplace change in Canada. Indeed,
the key strength of this book is the breadth of its
coverage of existing research. This is especially
notable in Chapter 5, which examines the existing evidence on the incidence of workplace
change, and the appendices, which contain summaries of surveys and key case studies on this
issue. These sections may be especially useful
for comparative industrial relations researchers
who want to gain an overview of developments
in Canada. (One qualification: a major limitation of the very useful literature review is the
absence of an author index and subject index.
The bold titles in the appendices aid a visual
search, but a proper index would have avoided
the need for fiipping and scanning through the
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book to find summaries of particular studies.)
The overall picture that emerges is one of
gradual, uneven workplace change. Kumar
notes that workplace change generally has been
more limited in Canada than in the United
States. Another difference between the countries is that in Canada unions have generally
played a more significant role in workplace
change, refiecting their generally stronger position in the industrial relations system. A prominent element in this book is Kumar's persuasive
case for recognizing and promoting the role of
unions and collective bargaining in the process
of workplace change.
Alex Colvin

Ph.D. Candidate
Department of Collective Bargaining,
Labor Law, and Labor History
New York State School of
Industrial and Labor Relations
Cornell University

Labor Agreement in Negotiation and Arbitra-

tion, 2nd edition. By Arnold M. Zack and
Richard I. Bloch. Washington, D.C: Bureau of National Affairs, 1995. xv, 335 pp.
ISBN 0-87179-870-0, $48.00 (cloth).
The second edition of this volume by two
prominent labor arbitrators is largely an expansion of the first edition, with very little of the
original material deleted or changed. Although
the authors allude in the preface to a different
orientation in the new version, the book retains
its focus on the content of the collective bargaining agreement, and especially as that content is viewed by labor arbitrators. Thus Part 2,
titled "The Contract Provisions," covers issues
involving management rights, the grievance
procedure (particularly as it speaks to questions of arbitrability), seniority, discipline,
various employee benefits, and job evaluation. Most of the materials in these chapters,
including the cases and commentary, are substantially unchanged from the first edition,
although there are relatively short new sections on the arbitrability of continuing contract violations and on sexual harassment issues.
Readers who missed the first edition will
find this book a useful tool for sharpening
their understanding of both the core labormanagement issues as they are articulated in
collective bargaining agreements and the
handling of those issues by arbitrators. As a

